
STATE OF WASHINGTON
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES

AGING AND LONG-TERM SUPPORT ADMINISTRATION
PO Box 98907, Lakewood, WA 98496

May 9, 2019

RE: Brookdale Allenmore AL (WA) License #1701

Dear Administrator:

The Department completed a follow-up inspection of your assisted living facility on May
9, 2019 for the deficiency or deficiencies cited in the report/s dated March 6, 2019 and
found no deficiencies.

The Department staff who did the follow-up inspection:

BROOKDALE SENIOR LIVING COMMUNITIES INC
Brookdale Allenmore AL (WA)
3615 S. 23RD STREET
TACOMA, WA 98405

Wanda Terry, Licensor

Sincerely,

Lisa Cramer, Field Manager
Region 3, Unit A
Residential Care Services

If you have any questions please, contact me at (253) 983-3826.

This document was prepared by Residential Care Services for the Locator website. 
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STATE OF WASHINGTON
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES

AGING AND LONG-TERM SUPPORT ADMINISTRATION
PO Box 98907, Lakewood, WA 98496

Licensee: BROOKDALE SENIOR LIVING COMMUNITIES INC

From:

       DSHS, Aging and Long-Term Support Administration

       Residential Care Services, Region 3, Unit A

       PO Box 98907

       Lakewood, WA 98496

       (253)983-3826

As a result of the on-site full inspection the department found that you are not in compliance with

the licensing laws and regulations as stated in the cited deficiencies in the enclosed report.

You are required to be in compliance at all times with all licensing laws and regulations to

maintain your assisted living facility license.

Rebecca Fueston, Community Licensor

Wanda Terry, RN, BSN, Licensor

I understand that to maintain an assisted living facility license I must be in compliance with all

the licensing laws and regulations at all times.

The department staff that inspected the assisted living facility:

The department has completed data collection for the unannounced on-site full inspection on

3/4/2019, 3/5/2019 and 3/6/2019 of:

       Brookdale Allenmore AL (WA)

       3615 S. 23RD STREET

       TACOMA, WA 98405

The following sample was selected for review during the unannounced on-site full inspection : 9

of 58 current residents and 0 former residents.

Residential Care Services Date

DateAdministrator (or Representative)

This document was prepared by Residential Care Services for the Locator website. 
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Licensee: BROOKDALE SENIOR LIVING COMMUNITIES INC

WAC 388-78A-2230 Medication refusal.

(1) When a resident who is receiving medication assistance or medication administration

services from the assisted living facility chooses to not take his or her medications, the assisted

living facility must:
(b) Document the time, date and medication the resident did not take;

Based on observations, interviews, and record reviews the Assisted Living Facility (ALF) failed

to ensure 1 of 4 sampled residents (Resident #4) with medication assistance had accurate

documentation to reflect prescribed medications not taken. This placed the resident at risk for a

decline in health and wellbeing related to medication effectiveness.

Findings included:

All times listed are approximate.

Observations on 03/05/19 at 12:25 p.m. in Resident 4's living room revealed approximately five

to six medication cups holding a variety of pills and colored capsules on a side table close to the

resident's chair.  Two of the cups had multiples of the colored capsules, later identified as a

prescribed anti-depressant medication. The same observation occurred at 12:30 p.m. with an

ALF nurse, Staff B.  Resident #4 came out to the living room area and acknowledged the

medications in the cups were hers.

An interview with Resident #4 and Staff B immediately followed the above observations on

03/05/19 in the resident's room. Resident #4 revealed picking and choosing which medications

she would take once left by the ALF medication staff. Resident #4 clearly indicated she did not

take anything twice, if she forgot, she would just take the "important ones" unless it was too

close to the next medication time. Resident #4 pointed to the pill she took for blood pressure as

one she would pick out of the cup.  When asked by Staff B about the number of anti-depressant

pills all being in one cup, Resident #4 noted not taking them and not feeling any changes in

mood or depression. Resident #4 expressed a number of reasons for not taking her medications

including, not liking the shape of the pill, not getting answers about the pills from staff, or just

forgetting.

As the interview continued, Staff B and Resident #4 discussed the resident's preference for

sleeping later in the mornings.  Staff B revealed Resident #4 had a physician's order allowing the

ALF to leave the medications at the resident's bedside.  Resident #4 acknowledged knowing staff

left the medications and she was to take them when she awakened in the mornings. Staff B

reported the medication administration record (MAR) not being accurate since ALF staff were

initialing the medications as taken. Staff B noted not being informed by staff that Resident #4

was not taking some of her medications.

During an interview on 03/05/19 at 1:25 p.m., Staff D acknowledged leaving Resident #4's

medications at bedside on 03/04 and 03/05/19.  Staff D noted the medication cups with pills

being in Resident #4's room, but did not remove prior cups of pills when leaving 03/05/19

morning medications.

During an interview on 03/05/19 at 1:50 p.m., Staff F (nurse) indicated not having any reports

about Resident #4 not taking medications.  During an interview on 03/05/19 at 2:55 p.m. Staff E

indicated taking medication cups out of Resident #4's room if found when she gave medications.

This requirement was not met as evidenced by:

This document was prepared by Residential Care Services for the Locator website. 
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Staff E reported never seeing the number of cups as reported found on 03/05/19.

Resident #4's March 2019 MARs review revealed most medications initialed as given by staff.

The Tylenol documentation showed refused on three mornings.  A copy of the physician's orders

dated 01/14/19 showed directions that "medications may be left by resident bedside for resident

to self administer when she wakes." The initial order date for this was 01/24/18.  Two other

orders on the same list with initial date of 5/2017 showed "self administer medications" with

staff supervision and cueing and "self-administer" may keep in room and take without staff

supervision.  The most recent "Self-Administration of Medications Review" dated 11/21/18

showed no physician's order and no approval for self-administration of medications, "except

creams, prefers nursing to complete for safety."

During an interview on 03/05/19 at 1:30 p.m., Staff B confirmed directions for medications

being left at bedside due to Resident #4's preference to sleep later in the mornings.  Staff B noted

when not taken, staff should document refusals on the MARs.  Staff B planned to make Resident

#4's physician aware the resident was not taking her medications as prescribed.

Plan/Attestation Statement

I hereby certify that I have reviewed this report and have taken or will take active

measures to correct this deficiency. By taking this action, Brookdale Allenmore AL

(WA) is or will be in compliance with this law and / or regulation on

(Date)________________ .  In addition, I will implement a system to monitor and

ensure continued compliance with this requirement.

I understand that to maintain an assisted living facility license, the facility must be in

compliance with the licensing laws and regulations at all times.

Administrator (or Representative) Date

This document was prepared by Residential Care Services for the Locator website. 


